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English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The theory of relativity is intimately
connected with the theory of space and time. I shall therefore begin with a brief investigation of the
origin of our ideas of space and time, although in doing so I know that I introduce a controversial
subject. The object of all science, whether natural science or psychology, is to co-ordinate our
experiences and to bring them into a logical system. How are our customary ideas of space and
time related to the character of our experiences? The experiences of an individual appear to us
arranged in a series of events; in this series the single events which we remember appear to be
ordered according to the criterion of earlier and later, which cannot be analysed further. There
exists, therefore, for the individual, an I-time, or subjective time. This in itself is not measurable. I
can, indeed, associate numbers with the events, in such a way that a greater number is associated
with the later event than with an earlier one; but the nature of this association may be quite
arbitrary. This...
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It is straightforward in read through safer to recognize. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD

Absolutely essential study book. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this ebook to understand.
-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer
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